
Implement risk-aware access controls in line

with business rules and policies

Secure cross-border data flows and meet

multi-regional compliance

Implement fine-grained access control on

applications, APIs and databases

Address multi-channel authorization issues

as additional devices and services are

introduced

Deploy fine-grained access controls across

distributed IT environments without latency

concerns

Scale to meet the growing demands of users,

services, applications and more

Enforce control limits in approval workflows

according to the “four eyes” principle

Dynamically assign region controls as

corporate policies change

POLICY-DRIVEN

SECURITY FOR

THE FINANCIAL

INDUSTRY

The need to secure information and assets has

never been greater. Fraud, risks and regulatory

compliance must be addressed without hindering

business initiatives. Striking the balance between

sharing data and safeguarding data can be

challenging…and costly. When organizations get

it wrong, it results in millions of dollars in fines and

critical damage to brand reputation. When it

comes to sensitive information and assets, the

ability to control who should gain access to what,

where, when, why and how is essential.

Leading financial institutions worldwide have

made the move to Attribute Based Access Control

(ABAC) to ensure their most sensitive information

is secure while driving their business forward.

ABAC ensure these businesses meet the

authorization demands of the modern financial

marketplace head-on.

Safeguard information and
enable secure collaboration

“ABAC has given us the ability to be
proactive. We are well positioned to

handle all future regulatory
requirements quickly and cost

effectively.”
 

Head of Access Control, 
Large Universal Bank in Europe

Key Capabilities



Using attributes to secure information assets

Once authorization is externalized, it is not

necessary to record individual applications every

time a policy changes. Code is simply changed

once, centrally, and the changes are enforced

across the enterprise.

Attributes used in policies capture risks in real-time.

For instance, a rule may mandate “if the risk level is

less than three then permit, otherwise deny.” The

risk level reflects abnormal user behavior, account

balance in relation to transaction size, insufficient

authentication strength, etc.

Access controls with risk

awareness

Cost-efficient development

Authorization decisions are based on policies and

not on individual roles. Policies include any number

of factors to describe the conditions in which a user

should be granted access. 

Policies...not roles

Compliance regulations
enforced

Writing access control policies that strictly replicate

business rules ensures compliance regulations are

met.

A single audit of policies can be used to verify

regulatory compliance instead of comparing

incompatible security settings of many different

information systems.

Easily prove compliance

Because it is built on industry standard technology,

ABAC can be applied across any IT environment and

deliver the same carrier-grade authorization security.

This means it can be leveraged by multiple teams

worldwide across virtually any IT system.

Industry standard technology

ABAC for Banks

Both consumers and global business users expect

online access to their information and the ability to

make transactions from any device, anywhere and

at any time. That is just one of the many complex

authorization issues facing financial institutions

today. Customers don’t care about governance

models, compliance or multi-lateral agreements –

that’s the service provider’s responsibility. They

demand the best services.

The same expectations are often held regardless

of whether the user is an internal or external client. 

Adopting new trends in financial services

 For example, traders must do deals instantly, in

line with corporate risk appetite. Users must

access reports and other sensitive information on

the fly. This all has to happen seamlessly and in

accordance with both business policies and

compliance regulations. In addition, this has to

take place in a distributed IT environment with

cloud and in-house servers, legacy and/or state-

of-the-art mainframe systems as well as

outsourced and in-house development teams.


